
The 5ths went behind 5 minutes into the game after 
not defending well from a corner which was the start 
of strange match.  We managed to 
 draw level after Erkan Fadi was fouled on the edge 
of the area; from the 
 resulting free-kick Jordan Morris blasted the ball 
into the back of the net before the keeper could 
move. 
 
After a defensive mix up we were 2-1 down, up stepped 
Stephen 
 Clarke-Johnston to score the first of his four 
goals.  Latching on to an excellent 
 through ball from Jody Jeffrey, Stephen outpaced the 
flat footed 
 defence and slotted the ball past the keeper with 
confidence and panache. 
 
We then some how managed to concede another penalty 
our 3rd in a row 
 after one of our players was adjudged to have pushed 
one of the 
 opposition in the back, 3-2.  The 5th sparked into 
life and started to push 
 forward and the pressure was building.  Once again 
Jody Jeffrey was the 
 architect with a majestic through ball which sliced 
open the defence Stephen 
 was on to the ball in a flash and blasted the ball 
into the back of the net to make it 3-3. 
 
The opposition were dropping deeper into their half 
as the 5th were 
 working hard to gain the lead for the first time in 
the game.  We took the 
 lead after Matt Witney won the ball back with a bone 
crunching tackle 
 then laid the ball out to the right to Harley 
(Lennon) Moore,  leaving 
 two defenders in his trail Harley raced to the by-
line and fired in a low 
 fast cross leaving Stephen a simple finish. 3-4 
 
With our noses in front we knew if scored another 
goal the game was 
 over, Erkan  
Fadi was unlucky after leaving a defender twisted in-
side out, skipping 
 around the keeper to pass the ball into the empty 
net from a tight 
 angle only for another defender to clear the ball of 



the line.  The ball 
 was still in play and bounced to Owen Scott who was 
forward from left 
 back, Owen fooled the defence into thinking he was 
going to shoot and 
 dinked the ball over the top of defence in to the 
path of Stephen Clarke 
 Johnston to score his 4th of the game. 3-5 
 
Man of the Match Stephen Clarke-Johnston with four 
goals. 


